A crystallographic homogenization procedure is introduced to the conventional static-explicit and dynamic-explicit finite element formulation to develop a multi scale -double scale -analysis code to predict the plastic strain induced texture evolution, yield loci and formability of sheet metal. The double-scale structure consists of a crystal aggregation -micro-structure -and a macroscopic elastic plastic continuum. At first, we measure crystal morphologies by using SEM-EBSD apparatus, and define a unit cell of micro structure, which satisfy the periodicity condition in the real scale of polycrystal. Next, this crystallographic homogenization FE code is applied to 3N pureiron and "Benchmark" aluminum A6022 polycrystal sheets. It reveals that the initial crystal orientation distributionthe texture -affects very much to a plastic strain induced texture and anisotropic hardening evolutions and sheet deformation. Since, the multi-scale finite element analysis requires a large computation time, a parallel computing technique by using PC cluster is developed for a quick calculation. In this parallelization scheme, a dynamic workload balancing technique is introduced for quick and efficient calculations.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, the demands for a high formability and high strength automotive panels to reduce the weight, fuel consumption and the environmental pollution are rapidly increased. Therefore, a new computational design tool based on the crystallographic structure analysis and the finite element (FE) analysis is strongly required [1] - [3] . Here, a crystallographic homogenization procedure is newly introduced to the conventional static-explicit and dynamic-explicit finite element procedure for a multi scale -double scaleanalysis [4] . It can predict the plastic strain induced texture evolution, hardening, yield loci and formability of sheet metal. This multi scale finite element code can be used for the high strength and high formability sheet material design. This double-scale structure consists of a micro-crystalstructure and a macro-continuum. At first, we model a 3D micro-crystalstructure, which satisfy the periodicity of orientation by using SEM-EBSD measurement results.
Next, crystallographic homogenization FE analyses are executed to predict the texture evolution and yield loci, and Benchmark3 A6022 sheet deformation.
In these multi scale analyses, a parallel computing scheme is employed to reduce the time consuming.
MULTI SCALE ELASTIC PLASTIC FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION
Figure1 shows a double scale structures, such as a macro-continuum Ω and a micro-crystalstructure Y. In the micro-structure, a unit cell consists of an polycrystal aggregation and is very small compared with the macro region Ω by a scale factor The micro-and the macro-coordinates defined at each structure, such as y i and x i , have a relationship.
Elastic/Crystal Plasticity Constitutive Law
The conventional elastic/ crystalline viscoplastic constitutive equation is employed to predict deformation of micro-polycrystal structure.
Here, τ the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) , s τ the saturated RSS, h 0 the initial hardening ratio, n the strain hardening exponent. The kinematic hardening law, proposed by Harder [5] , is employed in Eq. (2) to take into account "Bauschinger effect." 
Here, ) ( kin α τ means the resolved back shear stress. A simplified "one parameter function" for the back stress evolution equation is adopted.
The tangent modulus method is introduced for the stable time integration. Finally, Jaumann rate of Cauchy stress can be related to the rate of deformation D ij as follow;
A static explicit FE is used for a plastic strain induced texture, anisotropy evolutions and yield loci prediction. A dynamic explicit FE code is applied to analyze the sheet metal forming process.
Static-Explicit FE Formulation
The virtual power equation for the volume Ω in the current state, by considering the traction vector t on, Γ is expressed as follow;
where
The superscript λ indicates the value defined in the macromicro overall structure. The first order asymptotic expansion is introduced to define the velocity vector.
( ) ( )
a micro-structure velocity, which can be expressed by employing the variable decomposition. 
Virtual power equations to solve characteristic velocities of the micro-structure are given by,
Homogenized material properties of macro-continuum are defined by the volume averaging as follow; The detail description of the conventional finite element discretization procedures, by employing 8 nodes iso-parametric selected reduced integration solid element in both micro-structure and macrocontinuum, can be found in the text book [4] . Virtual power equations for the macro continuum and micro structure are expressed as: the Jacobian at the integration point of the micro finite element e, and N e the total number of micro finite elements.
Dynamic-Explicit Formulation
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UNIT CELL DEFINITION BASED ON SEM/EBSD MEASUREMENTS
A 3D micro-crystal structure which indicates crystal morphologies, such as the orientation and the grain boundary, is measured by SEM and EBSD apparatus. It can feature the inhomogeneity of crystal aggregation at the micro scale, and define the unit cell of micro-structure, which satisfy the periodicity condition.
At first, a unit cell of micro-structure of "Laboratory made 99.9% pure iron sheet (0.5mm thickness)" is determined by the crystal orientation periodicity check. Figure 2 shows the crystal shapes and orientation color map on the rectangular parallelepiped 210µm x 156 µm x 200 µm (TDxRDxND), its measured pixel size is 3.8µm x 3.8 µm x 5. µm. A total number of measured pixel is 90200 and an average crystal size is 27 µm, a total number of crystal grain is 454. Two angles α and β , such as angles between the (111) direction and ND and RD of sheet. 90200 orientations are adopted as a population.
I try to find a minimum cube, which has the same crystal orientation distribution as "the population." Figure 3(a),(b) show histograms of orientation in cases of 60 µm and 120 µm cubes. Figure 4 shows relationships between error sums of square compared with a population (90200 orientations) and side length of candidate cube for a unit cell. By employing a criterion of 10 -6 , 100 µm cube is selected as a measured unit cell.
Next, a minimum finite element division was searched under the judgments of yield stress prediction and the crystal orientation distribution, which satisfy the orientation periodicity. I adopted FE elements, from 1 to 729, those have FE integration points, from 8 to 5832. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the yield stress and the number of FE integration q r r points. Figure 6 shows relationships between error sums of square of angles α and β compared with a population, and integration points. Finally, 125 elements(1000 integration points) was selected for a unit cell micro-structure FE model. $ .
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The properties of crystal plasticity constitutive model are derived by comparison with the experimentally determined stress-strain curve, as shown in Figure 7 and Table 1 . Figure 8 shows the crystal orientation maps (RD) and the inverse pole figures at the initial and 0.3 ε 22 tensile strain. It makes clear that the plastic strain induced crystal rotation toward [101] direction and a texture evolution. Figure 9 shows non-uniform strain distribution in the micro-crystal unit cell structure. The crystal, which has a large discrepancy of orientation against [101] , show larger strain than a small one.
YIELD LOCI PREDICTION
By using the static-explicit crystallographic homogenized elastic/crystal viscoplastic FE analysis code, the initial yield surface and yield
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SHEET FORMING ANALYSES BY DE FEM AND PARALLEL COMPUTING
NUMISHEET2005"Benchmark3(A6022)" problem was solved by using the dynamic-explicit crystallographic homogenized elastic/crystal viscoplastic FE analysis code and the parallel computing. For a SEM-EBSD measurement base micro-structure FE unit cell model, a rectangular parallelepiped 198µm x 99 µm x 186 µm (TDxRDxND) and 27 FE division (216 integration points) are employed. Figures 12(a) and (b) show deformed shapes with thickness strain distributions at described punch strokes and pole figures of the initial and deformed states at the point A. It shows clearly strain localizations at the corner of the punch shoulder and the die corner.
The plastic strain induced texture evolution of A6022 aluminum alloy is observed at the thinning region A as shown in Fig. 12(b) .
CONCLUSION
In this study, below described results were obtained. (1) Two crystallographic homogenized FE codes were developed. (2) The unit cell of pure iron sheet was determined by using SEM-EBSD results and FE modeling technique. (3) The plastic strain induced texture evolution and subsequent yield loci were obtained by the staticexplicit FE analyses. These show clearly the initial crystal texture and the loading strain path dependency on the anisotropic haredening evolution. (4) "Benchmark3 (A6022)" draw-bend forming process was solved by using the dynamic-explicit FE code and the 18 CPU parallel computing scheme.
